Criteria Sliders: Learning Continuous Database Criteria via Interactive Ranking
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Abstract

Large databases are often organized by hand-labeled metadata—or criteria—which are expensive to collect. We can use unsupervised learning to model database variation, but these models are often high dimensional, complex to parameterize, or require expert knowledge. We learn low-dimensional continuous criteria via interactive ranking, so that the novice user need only describe the relative ordering of examples. This is formed as semi-supervised label propagation in which we maximize the information gained from a limited number of examples. Further, we actively suggest data points to the user to rank in a more informative way than existing work. Our efficient approach allows users to interactively organize thousands of data points along 1D and 2D continuous sliders. We experiment with databases of imagery and geometry to demonstrate that our tool is useful for quickly assessing and organizing the content of large databases.

1 Introduction

Computer vision helps automatically model visual databases with high-dimensional 2D image and 3D shape features. From these, we parameterize criteria for easy database organization by embedding the high-dimensional representations into low-dimensional spaces, e.g., for face expression, we ascribe ‘amount of smile’ from the high-dimensional features. This task is complicated, because most desired criteria do not map to individual features, and instead map to complicated paths lying on a manifold in the high-dimensional feature space. As such, this parameterization is accomplished either by an expert, or by supervised learning from laboriously-collected labeled examples [8, 24].

When surveying a visual database, even an expert would need time to assess a database of a few thousand items for parameterization. This is especially time consuming for new databases, e.g., scraping the Internet and recovering unknown contents. Even after parameterization, organization tools are still restricted to only the expert-defined criteria, with no easy way for users to define new criteria for their interests, especially if they are abstract or cross typical boundaries. The ability to interactively parameterize a database is needed: to quickly describe database variation without prior knowledge or labels; to intuitively discover low-dimensional criteria from high-dimensional models.
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We present an interactive system to generate continuous criteria from high-dimensional models. Interactive labeling requires efficient computation, and ideally extracts the most information from the fewest user-provided labels. Thus, to exploit the rich structure of unlabeled data points, we adapt a state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning algorithm for interactive use. To best exploit limited user interaction, our system actively suggests data points to label such that the information gain is maximized. Further, we propose a new sparse active learning strategy that moves towards interactive label suggestion for large-scale databases.

To simplify parameterization, we ask the user to rank examples. This removes much of the burden when describing potentially abstract criteria on continuous scales. For instance, deciding that item 1 is more than, equal to, or less than item 2 is easier than quantifying that item 1 is 0.2 criteria units away from item 2. From this ranking, our semi-supervised approach generates continuous criteria, which become sliders in our user interface. For 2D criteria, users provide example embeddings directly such that the underlying relative locations are automatically meterized.

Our problem is not conventional ranking for data retrieval applications, where the goal is to classify all data instances that match the given query. Instead, we wish to regress all database items into continuous 1D and 2D criteria. We present two motivating scenarios: 1) For criteria which have no well-defined answer, our system helps users define their opinion. 2) For new visual databases with no metadata, where the alternative may be to laboriously hand collect labels, our system helps to quickly assess and organize the variation within the database.

We show the generality of our approach across databases of images of paintings and faces, and of geometries of human bodies and man-made objects (Fig. 1). We contribute:

1. The scenario of interactively defining continuous criteria from high-dimensional models, with a prototype implementation (please see our supplemental material and video).
2. A maximally-informative efficient semi-supervised active label suggestion algorithm.

## 2 Related Work

**Re-ranking.** This related problem takes the results of context- or text-based search and refines the query and/or retrieved result with user interaction. Personalized faceted search exploits relevant meta-data and suggests new keywords to refine the current search [19]. User behaviour is modeled probabilistically and tuned to maximize the expected utility of the facet. A rich body of literature shows the importance of re-ranking in search [19]; however, existing algorithms in this context focus on maximizing search efficiency rather than organizing databases along criteria.

Jain and Varma assume click behaviour relates to the interest query, and use a click count model to predict relevant rankings [17]. Zha et al. propose a similar approach for visual query suggestion [36]. The COPE system interactively refines search queries by users stating...
whether the results match their information need, which then weights image features for future searches \cite{19}. These approaches re-rank imagery based on user confirmation, and so they typically focus on the discrete problem of whether the retrieved results are a match \cite{19}. Our goal is to learn criteria outright from sparse user labels and a high-dimensional model.

**Rank learning.** Existing rank learning algorithms typically use supervised learning from labeled data points (e.g., rank support vector machines; RankSVMs), whereas in our interactive setting, the user starts with no labels. As such, we exploit information in the unlabeled data with semi-supervised learning \cite{6, 38}, which has been used in rank aggregation \cite{7} though not in our rank propagation case. Semi-supervised learning approaches often rely heavily on graph Laplacian regularization, in which data points are connected to their $k$-nearest neighbors with edges weighted by the input similarity (see supplemental for an introductory explanation). As a first-order regularizer, this has been shown to be unsuitable for learning continuous functions on high-dimensional manifolds \cite{22}, and so we build upon an approach which overcomes this limitation \cite{18}. Szummer and Yilmaz \cite{30} apply the graph Laplacian to the orthogonal problem of learning a preference criteria, and our learning approach could improve this application.

For data retrieval, Parikh and Grauman \cite{24} learn discrete ranking functions via RankSVM from existing user labels. This restricts exploration to known criteria, whereas we discover criteria interactively. Murray et al. \cite{21} presented a database for visual analysis that is characterized by abstract ‘aesthetic’ features, while Caicedo et al. \cite{5} exploited user preference for image enhancement. Reinert et al. \cite{27} use interaction to visually arrange a small image database into an aesthetic overview, which is orthogonal to the efficient exploration that we pursue.

Our interactive criteria definition on high-dimensional data does not compare directly to existing supervised criteria learning systems. CueFlick \cite{1, 12} learns on binary labels, and WhittleSearch \cite{24} attempts to re-rank data along existing criteria rather than generate criteria from scratch. We improve upon WhittleSearch’s underlying RankSVM techniques when adapted to our scenario (Sec. 3.2).

**Active learning.** Chen et al. \cite{8} apply active learning to remove inconsistency from existing crowdsourced labels. Their non-interactive approach is approximate in information gain, while our interactive approach is exact given model assumptions. Shen and Lin \cite{28} essentially use RankSVM for bipartite ranking, with active learning based on single point and pair closeness. This is very similar to baseline predictive variance, which may accidentally pick uninformative outliers. Our new measure is unbiased by outliers. Our active learning approach is complementary to human-in-the-loop active learning approaches, e.g., Branson et al. \cite{4}. Their task is to select features for a given data point which minimize class conditional distribution uncertainty (e.g., 20 questions game). Our problem is to suggest data points to label. Fogarty et al. \cite{12} learn image retrieval criteria from binary labels, e.g., outdoor vs. indoor, by iterative refinement of distance measures between data points. Their active label suggestion was extended by Amershi et al. \cite{1} by adopting a Gaussian process model on distance measures. We ask users to provide rank labels, and increase performance over Amershi et al. (Sec. 3.2).

**Concept embedding.** Our approach can be interpreted as using interaction to embed data into a high-level concept space. Existing work in this area focuses on category- or cluster-level supervision. Wilber et al. \cite{35} receive triplet constants from users $((i, j, k))$: object $i$ should be closer to object $j$ than it is to $k$) to learn pair-wise similarity kernels that are used in t-SNE-type embedding \cite{10}. We ask users to provide rank labels and emphasize continuous parameterization.
3 Semi-supervised criteria learning

From a large database of images or geometry, we compute offline a high-dimensional vector of 2D and 3D features (Sec. 4). We assume that some combination of these are sufficient to describe the desired user criteria, with our problem being to learn the criteria from a very small number of samples. We use semi-supervised learning to compensate for the lack of labeled data points by exploiting the rich structural information contained within unlabeled data points. Given this preprocess, the user produces a ranking (with equality) for a subset of the database items with our interface (supplemental video). The labels for these ranked examples are assigned an internal continuous representation ranging from -1.0 to 1.0.

Formally, for the set of data points \( \mathcal{X} = \{X_1, ..., X_u\} \), plus the corresponding labels for the first \( l \) data points, \( \mathcal{Y} = \{Y_1, ..., Y_l\} \subset \mathbb{R} \), where \( l \ll u \), the goal of semi-supervised learning is to infer or propagate to the labels of the remaining \( u-l \) data points in \( \mathcal{X} \). We adopt the standard energy minimization approach [6, 37, 39]:

\[
E(f) = (f - y)^T L(f - y) + \lambda f^T H f,
\]

where \( L \) is a diagonal label indicator matrix and \( y \) is a vector of continuous label values: \( L_{[i,i]} = 1 \) and \( y_i = Y_i \) if \( i \)-th data point is labeled, and \( L_{[i,i]} = 0 \) and \( y_i = 0 \), otherwise. \( H \) is the regularization matrix which quantifies how to smooth the propagated labels \( f \) within their local context. The regularization hyper-parameter \( \lambda \) balances between the smoothness of \( f \) and the deviation from the labels \( y \). In general, for a symmetric non-negative definite matrix \( H \), the energy functional \( E \) is convex with respect to \( f \). The solution \( f^* \) is then explicitly given as:

\[
f^* = (L + \lambda H)^{-1} L y.
\]

Our approach is based on the local Gaussian (LG) regularizer for \( H \) [18] as it is designed to regularize continuous outputs. Our supplemental material discusses why we use this regularizer over the well-established graph Laplacian regularizer.

3.1 Interactive ranking and active label suggestion

In interactive ranking, the user iteratively provides training labels until they are happy with the learned criteria. Naively using the LG regularizer is computationally expensive for large databases since, at each iteration, obtaining the propagated labels \( f \) requires minimizing \( E \) in Eq. 1, which is order \( O(u^3) \) complexity and requires solving a linear system of size \( u \times u \). Further, we wish to aid the user by suggesting data points to label. At iteration \( t \), we wish to estimate criteria uncertainty per data point from existing labels, and present the user with more informative samples to label at time \( t+1 \).

Following the analogy between regularized empirical risk minimization and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [24], and by adopting Bayesian optimization [29], we reformulate \(-1 \times E \) (Eq. 1) as (the logarithm of) a product of the prior \( p(f) \) and a Gaussian noise model \( p(y|f) \). This leads us to assess the minimizer of \( E \) as the mean of the predictive distribution (the posterior):

\[
-\log p(f|y) = (m-f)^T C^{-1} (m-f) + Z,
\]

with mean \( m = CLy \), covariance matrix \( C = (L + \lambda H)^{-1} \), and the normalization constant \( Z \). This perspective informs a predictive uncertainty for each data point. The \( i \)-th diagonal component \( C_{ii} \) of the covariance matrix \( C \) contains information on the uncertainty of the prediction on label \( f_i \), which is typically low when \( X_i \) is labeled and is high otherwise.

One simple and well-established strategy to exploit these modeled uncertainties for active label selection is to predict at each iteration \( t \) the point \( X_t \) which has the largest uncertainty. However, Figure 4 shows that naively choosing data points with maximum uncertainty leads
to poor performance with a higher error rate than random selection, as isolated outlier data points—which are not broadly informative—receive high variances and are chosen.

Instead, we construct the candidate data points that minimize the predictive variance over the entire set of data points. At each time step $t$, we choose data points with the highest average information gain $I$, defined as:

$$I(X_i) = \sum_{j=1, \ldots, u} [C(t-1) - C(t)^i]_{jj}.$$  

The matrix $C(t)^i$ is constructed by adding 1 to the $i$-th diagonal element of $C(t-1)^{-1}$ and inverting it (i.e., $i$-th data point is regarded as labeled; see Eq. 1).

Naïvely estimating the information gain for all data points requires quadratic computational complexity: One has to estimate the minimizer of $E(f)$ (Eq. 1), which is $O(u^3)$ for each data point. However, in our iterative label suggestion scenario, $I$ can be efficiently computed in linear time: Assuming that $C(t-1)$ is given from the previous step, calculating $\text{diag}[C(t)^i]$ does not require inverting the matrix $L(t) + \lambda H$: Using Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula, $C(t)^i$ can be efficiently calculated from $C(t-1)$:

$$\text{diag}[C(t)^i] = \text{diag}[C(t-1)] - \frac{\text{squ}[C(t-1)_{i, :}]}{1 + \text{squ}[C(t-1)^{-1}_{i, :}]},$$

where $A_{[i, :]}$ denotes a vector formed from the $i$-th column of the matrix $A$, $\text{diag}[A]$ constructs a vector from the diagonal components of matrix $A$, and $\text{squ}[B]$ is a vector obtained by taking element-wise squares of the vector $B$. Accordingly, after explicitly calculating $C(0)$, subsequent updates in $C(t)$ and $C(t)^i$ can be performed efficiently for each iteration $t$.

For large-scale problems where explicitly calculating the covariance matrix $C = (L + \lambda H)^{-1}$ is infeasible, we adopt a sparse eigen-decomposition-based approximation of $L + \lambda H$:

$$C^{-1} = L + \lambda H = E^F \Lambda^F E^T \Leftrightarrow C \approx \overline{C} = E \Lambda^{-1} E^T,$$

where matrix $E^F$ stores eigenvectors column-wise, and $\Lambda^F$ is a diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues. $E$ and $\Lambda$ store the first $r$ eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively, assuming that they are arranged in increasing eigenvalues. In this case, the corresponding information gain is given as:

$$\overline{C}(t-1) - \overline{C}(t)^i_{kk} = \left( \frac{E_{[k, :]} \Lambda^{-1} E^T_{[i, :]} E_{[i, :]} \Lambda^{-1} E^T_{[k, :]} + \sum_{i=1, \ldots, t} E_{[k, :]} r_i r_i^T E^T_{[k, :]} } {1 + \overline{C}^{-1}_{ii}} \right).$$

At step $t$, adding a label to the $i(t)$-th data point leads to a new covariance estimate:

$$[EF_i E^T]_{kk} = E_{[k, :]} \Lambda^{-1} [k, :]^T + \sum_{i=1, \ldots, t} E_{[k, :]} r_i r_i^T E^T_{[k, :]},$$

with $r_i = E_{[i, :]} \Lambda^{-1} / (1 + \overline{C}^{-1}_{ii})$. Please see our supplemental material for more details.

### 3.2 Evaluation

**1D criteria learning.** We evaluate our interactive LG adaptation on user rank data (evaluation on objective measures can be found in Kim et al. [23]). We compare against three techniques: RankSVM [24, 28], and ‘forced binary’ versions of RankSVM and our approach where labels are set either to 1 or −1 to simulate a simpler yes/no interaction. We compare over increasing numbers of randomly-chosen labels, with the remaining data points used as unlabeled examples (10 trials, averaged). Our approach improves performance over both baselines once the number of labels surpasses 20 (Fig. 2). While our method is designed to estimate continuous sliders, in supplemental material we compare our regularizer in the data retrieval setting.
2D criteria learning. For expert users, we can relax the ranking interface convenience and allow 2D criteria via direct positioning. Training labels are positioned in a 2D unit domain, effectively defining a geometric slider space. The labels are 25 faces selected randomly from 2,000 face images of a single person [32], describing horizontal and vertical rotations (Fig. 3). Objectively assigning pose angle is difficult, and so the labels are perceptual approximations. Compared to RankSVM, our embedding better reproduces user intention with a more even spread over the output space. Since RankSVM does not enable users to define a ‘geometry’ in parameter space, coordinating more than one parameter in this way can be challenging.

Active label suggestion. We compare our performance to 1) random label selection, 2) predictive uncertainty, and 3) Amershi et al. [1] adapted to our semi-supervised setting (Fig. 4). Over 10 trials on the CAESAR database (Sec. 4), we randomly selected a set $\mathcal{A}$ of 2,000 data points, with two initial labels $\mathcal{B} \subset \mathcal{A}$, and train on $\mathcal{B}$. Then, we calculate information gain $I$ (Eq. 4) for each data point in $\mathcal{A} \setminus \mathcal{B}$. The best data point is assigned as a label, and we iterated until $|\mathcal{B}| = 50$.

Predictive variance only resulted in suggesting outliers, which led to worse results than random selection. The adapted algorithm of Amershi et al. improves upon random selection, while our new algorithm shows further improvement, especially when the number of labels is low. The computational complexity of Amershi et al. and ours are equal. We also demonstrate
Figure 3: A user labels 25 face images by rotation angles (far left) to learn a criteria over 2,000 images. Top: Our approach. Bottom: RankSVM. Left to right: 1) learned embedding, showing labeled points as red circles, with our approach better maintaining the spatial layout. 2) Sampling ground truth labeled points uniformly (green circles) to see where their embedded points lie (blue circles), with our approach better reproducing the original uniform sampling. 3) Corresponding images to the blue circles in 2). Please zoom for detail.

Figure 4: Active label selection performance (automatically picking the top label suggestion) as mean absolute error vs. ground truth for learning body weight as a criteria on the CAESAR database. # labels is subsamped by 2 for display. Error bar lengths correspond to twice the standard deviations; please note the smaller bars of our proposed full and sparse methods. Please zoom for detail.

that our proposed sparse eigen-decomposition-based approximation produces comparable results to the full information-gain-based method (Eqs. 4 and 5). We used only the first $r = 100$ eigenvectors. Calculating the selected eigenvectors of a sparse matrix does not require explicitly generating a dense matrix of size $u \times u$, as the eigen-decomposition can be efficiently updated after an initial pre-interaction computation (Eq. 8).

**Computation complexity.** This depends on the number of data points $u$, the number of nearest neighbors $k$ in building the LG regularizer [18], the rank of the sparse approximation $r$ (Eq. 6), and the number of non-zeros entries in the resulting regularization matrix $H$. This lies in-between $O(uk)$ and $O(uk^2)$, depending on the well-behavedness of neighborhoods ($O(uk^2)$ is random neighbors). $H$ is built once per database as a preprocess. The dimensionality of the data model affects only the construction of the regularizer. At interaction time, complexity depends only on the number of data points. For the incremental step, we randomly select 1,000 candidate data points among $u$ points, and choose the one which maximizes the information gain (Eq. 7).

On CAESAR, with $u = 4,258$ and $k = 20$, the preprocess takes 14 seconds. Solving the system took 0.5 seconds for standard batch LG approach. For active label suggestion, in
non-incremental batch LG learning, estimating the predictive variance for each of the 4,258 data points requires re-training the entire system per data point, which takes \( \approx 35 \) minutes. In contrast, our algorithm enables suggesting the best data point across all examples in 1.5 seconds. All timings were on an Intel Xeon 3GHz CPU in MATLAB.

Let us consider a larger 60,000 item database—we will use MNIST purely for its size. With \( k = 10 \), the preprocess takes \( \approx 10 \) minutes, with 5 seconds per solve. This database size requires our sparse eigen-decomposition-based approach to suggest labels, and this takes about 2 seconds per label. Generally, only \( \approx 5 \) labels are needed for suggestion, and so this still allows interaction (if slower). Naïve information gain calculation (Eq. 4) took \( \approx 4 \) hours, while (dense) incremental selection (Eq. 5) is infeasible due to the prohibitively large memory requirement.

**50k+ item databases.** As discussed, our system is no longer interactive in these situations. However, often we can subsample a large database down to a few thousand items which capture the major variation within. One way to accomplish this would be to use our active learning suggestion as a preprocess: as it only relies on whether \( X_i \) is regarded as labeled and not on how it was labeled in the rank, we can accept the top suggestion and repeat until the desired \( n \)-sized subset is reached. Then, the user can rank this smaller subset to define their criteria. Once defined, we can use the subset as labels to propagate the criteria to the larger database.

**Parameters.** As default parameters, we set regularization weight \( \lambda \) to \( 10^{-6} \) and nearest neighbors \( k \) to 20. The estimated dimensionality of the underlying high-dimensional manifold \( m \) in feature vector space varies between 5–20 with database size. Parameters can vary per database. A hyper-parameter search against a test set is at odds with many motivating applications, e.g., initially assessing a just-collected database. However, in some applications the regularizer need only be computed once per database with parameters set by a ‘database curator’, after which end users may interactively define any number of criteria.

**Rank usefulness.** With 28 participants, we evaluated how Kendall’s Tau rank correlation coefficient (KT) relates to perceived rank usefulness. With our system, we generated example rankings of 50 items at different KT values, along with an ideal ranking. We asked users to rate the usefulness of our rank given an ideal rank, both on a 7-point scale and absolutely (useful/not useful). Participants assessed 24 rankings split evenly across three object databases (Sec. 4). Assuming our scale data to be continuous, the relationship of usefulness \( y \) to KT \( x \) was linear as \( y = 4.8x + 1.3 \), where 70% of participants claimed a produced rank was useful at \( KT = 0.62 \). We can cross-reference this with our performance measures per database and criteria (Fig. 2) to discover the number of labels required for useful criteria: \( \approx 75 \) for chairs, \( \approx 100 \) for art, and \( \approx 10 \) for cars.

**Human ranking time.** Ranking time is database and criteria dependent as harder decisions take longer. The relationship between rank length and rank time is not linear—the more labels ranked, the longer it takes to rank. Our current prototype interactive system requires \( \approx 2 \) minutes for 20 labels, and \( \approx 8–10 \) minutes for 50 labels. An efficient design of an interface specific to our use case is a more serious human-computer interaction problem than our paper scope includes.

**Human variation.** Some criteria are inherently ambiguous. To investigate human variance in criteria description, we asked seven users to rank 201 paintings along the criteria ‘abstract to concrete’ (Sec. 4; see supplemental for details). Participants performed this task by hand, not using our system, and it took on average 158 minutes per participant. We compute KT between each pair of user rankings. The mean coefficient is (coincidentally also) 0.619, with standard deviation of 0.043: there is only moderate agreement between participants. This shows the difficulty of the task and the need for an interactive ranking system which can more easily create personal criteria. However, at least for this task, it provides us evidence that a system should aim to achieve this level of performance to reach this ‘agreement level’ among participants.
Figure 5: Result at 20 labels. **Top:** Rank preference (≈2 minutes). **Bottom:** Rank propagated to 288 data points (raster order). While there are occasional outliers, we maintain the trend of chairs with high backs, then chairs with arms, and then lounge chairs, in this highly variable database.

Figure 6: 300 items from the cars 3D object database, organized by user criteria ‘sleekness’, via our approach, with the 20 labels provided at the top.

### 4 Databases and Example Applications

**Object geometry.** We use data from Hua et al. [16]: 5,000 chair, 3,000 airplane, and 1,700 car geometries are downloaded from Trimble 3D Warehouse, then oriented and scaled to align object features, then locally deformed to better align shared elements, e.g., seat heights for chairs. Once normalized, we voxelize these spaces and extract, for each voxel, the shortest distance to the nearest mesh point to create a distance field which captures the shape variation of each example. Figures 1, 5, and 6 show examples. **Related applications:** Shape exploration [16] and synthesis [23] scenarios, especially for large Web collections.

**Human geometry.** The CAESAR database contains 4,258 human 3D scans, along with ground-truth caliper body measurements. We fit a statistical model to each of the scans [25], with which we describe body variations from an abstract 20-dimensional linear shape basis (see supplemental video). **Related applications:** Separating the semantically-coupled axes found by dimensionality reduction, e.g., for body [15], face [33], or cloth [14] statistical shape models.

**Painting images.** We collected 19,808 paintings covering periods until 1930 (www.zeno.org/kunst). As a feature vector, we follow Gatys et al. [13] and use the pre-trained VGG 19-layer convolutional neural network to estimate a set of style matrices, based on computing Gram matrices from the neural response in the first five layers. Figure 7 depicts a subset of the database after 201 labels were provided for the criteria ‘abstract to concrete’. **Related applications:** Arranging cultural heritage or historical artifacts by style/genre [1, 34].
Figure 7: A 162-point subset of 19,808 paintings ordered by the criteria ‘abstract to concrete’, sampled evenly along the output interval $[-1.2, 1.2]$. Raster order. The images generally increase in realism, with outliers marked in red. While the trend appears dominated by brightness, upon closer inspection (please zoom) the detail is apparent: darker abstract portraits are nearer the top, and brighter concrete landscapes nearer the bottom.

**Face images.** We fit an active appearance model to the Labeled Face Parts in the Wild image database, and extract shape and appearance PCA coefficients for features [3, 31]. Figure 1 shows 10 faces ranked by smile expression to recover a slider for 417 faces. **Related applications:** Face appearance ranking [20], such as personalized attractiveness scales [11], or in policing to aid suspect identification by a witness ranking database examples by ‘more/less like him/her’.

## 5 Conclusion

Interactive database exploration is a difficult problem, and a lack of labels requires efficient analysis via semi-supervised learning. To achieve this, we introduced an incremental version of the LG regularizer, which has superior performance to RankSVM. This enables us to guide the user via a new active label suggestion method, which estimates the information gain of labeling a particular data point. Our approach is sparse to enable LG active learning for large databases. We show an interactive system which uses rank labels to quickly and easily create criteria sliders, and demonstrate its use across databases of images and geometry.
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